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Abstract

Compounds 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  with ( Y Lu, Er, Ho, Dy, Gd, Nd, Ce,R = ) were prepared by the
modified Czochralski method and investigated by means of the keV14.4  Fe57 −  Mössbauer
spectroscopy and powder X-ray diffraction. The magnetic moment was additionally measured
for samples being single crystals. Iron experiencing low magnetic hyperfine field and electric
quadrupole interaction was found on (4e)  sites in the mmc/P 36  structure. Similar iron was
found in the mR3  structure as well. The non-stoichiometry parameter was determined as
being close to 50x2 .=  for all compounds investigated. Compound with Ho R =  crystallizes
in both structures. Our results show that silicon avoids (4f)  and (6g)  sites for compounds
with the mmc/P 36  structure ( Y Lu, Er, Ho, Dy,R = ), whereas it avoids (6c)  and (9d)  sites
for those with mR3  structure (  Ho Gd, Nd,R = ).
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1. Introduction

Intermetallic compounds x217x2 XR +− , where R  stands for some rare earth or lighter actinide
and X  denotes some 3d  transition metal crystallize in the mR3  space group (rhombohedral)
for FeX =  and lighter lantanides till Tb  inclusive, and in the mmc/P 36  space group
(hexagonal) for heavier lantanides than Tb  and the same 3d  metal, i.e., for Fe  [1, 2]. For

Tb Gd, Y,R =  one can obtain compounds in both structures. Chemical unit cells for the mR3
structure contain three formal molecules of the compound, while the unit cells of the

mmc/P 36  structure contain two such molecules. For the ideal structure ( 0x = ) within the
space group mmc/P 36  there are six inequivalent crystallographic positions accessible to the
metal atoms: (2b) , (2d) , (4f) , (6g) , (12j)  and (12k) . Positions (2b)  and (2d)  are filled by
the R  atoms, while 3d  atoms are distributed over remaining positions [2]. Somewhat similar
situation is encountered for the mR3  structure having the following metal-filled sub-lattices:

R-(6c) , (6c) , (9d) , (18f)  and (18h) . Positions R-(6c)  are filled again by the R  atoms,
while 3d  atoms fill remaining sites [2]. Positions (4f)  and (6c)  form pairs called dumbbells.
Both of the above structures have multiple interstitial sub-lattices accessible for the light
atoms like hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen on the more or less random basis [2-4]. The 3d -
metal atoms could be replaced by either silicon, aluminum or gallium atoms [5]. For iron
based compounds saturation is reached at about three silicon atoms per formal molecule of the
compound in both structures [6]. Compounds with the parameter 0x >  are observed as well.
Surplus Fe  (3d  metal) replaces either (2b)  or R-(6c)  atoms of the R  element. These
surplus 3d  atoms come in pairs (called dumbbells) replacing R  atoms and they generate
(4e)  sites for the mmc/P 36  structure [7, 8] or (12e)  sites for the mR3  structure. A
distribution of the silicon (or aluminum, gallium) in the accessible sub-lattice is more or less
random, but distribution between accessible sub-lattices is usually far from being stochastic
[9]. Iron based compounds order magnetically forming complex ferrimagnetic structures, and
for some compositions multiple spin rearrangement transitions occur at low temperatures
[10]. The magnetic order breaks symmetry generating more inequivalent sites. For the

mmc/P 36  compounds (6g)  and (12k)  sites split into two groups each with the occupation
ratio 1:2 . Sites (12j)  split into three groups with equal occupancies, but practically two of
these groups are indistinguishable one from another. Neither (4f)  nor (4e)  sites split upon
lowering symmetry. For the mR3  compounds sites (9d) , (18f)  and (18h)  split into two
groups each with the occupancies 1:2 . Sites (6c)  and (12e)  remain unsplit again. All these
sites experience some perturbations due to either interstitial atoms or due to regular 3d  site
impurities introduced [2, 11]. Hence, iron Mössbauer spectra contain eight components. For
all sites with the hyperfine magnetic splitting electric quadrupole interaction is small
compared to the magnetic interaction provided temperature is significantly below magnetic
ordering temperature, and one can treat quadrupole interaction as the first order perturbation
to the magnetic interaction. Therefore ignoring symmetry breaking due to the magnetic
interactions one obtains 41+  model, while for the symmetry lowered by the magnetic
interactions one obtains 71+  model, respectively. Symbol 1 denotes contributions to the
occupation of (4e)  or (12e)  sites by 3d  atoms in the compounds with 0x > . Symbol 4
denotes crystallographic inequivalent regular lattice sites accessible for iron, while symbol 7
denotes corresponding inequivalent regular magnetic sites of iron. Substitution of iron by the
non-magnetic impurities in the iron based compounds results in the increase of the magnetic
transition temperature. Such an effect is observed either for interstitial impurities [3] or for
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impurities replacing iron on its regular sites [1]. Substitution of iron by silicon results in the
contraction of the chemical unit cells [1].

For silicon saturated iron based compound with  ULu,R =  the hyperfine pattern due to iron
on the (4e)  site was interpreted as resulting from atom having null magnetic hyperfine field
[12]. Such behavior was found in otherwise magnetically ordered material even close to its
ground state, i.e., at K 24.  [12]. Similar non-magnetic components were claimed for the Ce
[13] and Sm  [14] iron based compounds containing silicon without assignment to the
particular crystallographic position. These components were treated as quadrupole split
doublets with rather unusually large splitting as for the metallic systems. The presence of such
unusual hyperfine patterns requires further investigations.

The present contribution reports results obtained at room temperature by means of the
transmission Mössbauer spectroscopy of iron ( Fein n  transitiokeV414 57−. ) and powder X-
ray diffraction for the 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  compounds, where Y Lu, Er, Ho, Dy, Gd, Nd, Ce,R = .

2. Experimental details

The 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  alloys with Y Lu, Er, Ho, Dy, Gd, Nd, Ce,R =  were prepared by arc
melting pure elements (99.9 % R, 99.98 % Fe and 99.999 % Si) in a tri-arc furnace on a
water-cooled copper crucible under protective argon atmosphere. The alloy ingots were
turned several times and then kept in the molten state for about 1 hour in order to ensure a
good homogeneity. The single crystals were grown from these molten ingots by the
Czochralski method using a tungsten rod as a seed under 10 mm/hour pulling speed. X-ray
Laue patterns showed good quality of the crystals for all compounds except Gd based one
with mis-orientation of sub-grains smaller than 1 degree. The samples for the magnetization
measurements were cut out from the crystals by the spark-erosion cutter perpendicularly to
the main axes with accuracy of 1 degree. The magnetization curves were measured along the
a-axis (<100> axis), b-axis (<120> axis in the orthorhombic co-ordinates) and c-axis (<001>
axis) by a PPMS-9 magnetometer (Quantum Design) in the temperature range 4.2-600 K.

X-ray powder diffraction data were obtained at room temperature by means of the Siemens
D5000 diffractometer with the 1,2KCu α  radiation, the latter monochromatized by a pyrolytic
graphite filter on the detector side. No internal standard was used and samples were placed on
the completely covered by the sample copper substrate. Data were analyzed by using Rietveld
method implemented within the FULLPROF program.

Samples for the Mössbauer investigations were prepared as powders from the respective
ingots. These were the same powders as those used for the X-ray investigations, albeit for the
X-ray studies they were crushed additionally to obtain more fine grains. Powders were mixed
with the high purity finely powdered alumina to assure homogeneity. Resulting mixtures were
lightly pressed into absorber discs. Absorbers were kept at room temperature. Commercial
single line and resonantly thin Co(Rh)57  source kept at room temperature was applied. The
resonant radiation of keV14.4−  was registered using the gas proportional counter.
Mössbauer spectra were collected by means of the 3MsAa −  spectrometer [15, 16] with high
velocity resolution, i.e., with 1023 channels per folded spectrum. Mössbauer spectra were
processed using Gmbernz program of the MOSGRAF family [17, 18].
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3. Results and discussion

Temperature dependence of magnetic moment for 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  compounds in the magnetic
field of 1 T applied along the easy magnetization direction (EMD) is shown in Fig. 1. In all
crystals except for ErR =  magnetic moment anisotropy of the easy plane type is observed.
The c-axis is the hardest magnetization direction. In the compounds with non-magnetic

Lu Y,R =  and presumably tetravalent Ce, there is no anisotropy in the basal plane [a-b]. The
a-axis (<100>) is seen as the EMD. Magnetic rare earth cause a large anisotropy within the
basal plane [a-b] at low temperatures, the EMD is <100> for Dy and <120> for Nd and Ho, in
good agreement with the different sign of the third Stevens factor γ  for Dy versus Nd and
Ho. In the Er based compound, the EMD changes with temperature. In the ground state, a
canted structure with rather low anisotropy is observed. Above 50 K, the uniaxial anisotropy
stabilizes with c-axis being easy axis, which transforms by a first-order transition to easy
plane anisotropy at 116 K with easy axis lying in the [a-b] plane.

As seen from Fig. 1, the compounds with non-magnetic (Y, Ce, Lu) or light (Nd) rare earth
are ferromagnets, while those with heavy rare earth (Dy, Ho, Er) are ferrimagnets. The ground
state spontaneous-moment values for compounds with magnetic rare earth are consistent with
the collinear magnetic structure. The Curie temperature values agree well with the value
reported in Ref. [1].

Figure 1 Magnetic moments for 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  single crystal compounds versus temperature
and along the easy axis of magnetization.

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 2, while the essential results are
summarized in Table 1. Four samples with Y Lu, Gd, Nd,R =  were found to be pure single
phases. It was found that the Ho based sample is a mixture of two possible phases, i.e.,

mmc/P 36  and mR3 . Dy, Ho and Er based samples are slightly contaminated by the
respective rare earth trivalent oxides. Additionally some small amount of silicon was found
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for the Dy based sample. Traces of silicon and probably silicon carbon alloy were found for
Ho based sample. The Ce based sample is contaminated by small amount of some iron-free
cerium phase.

Figure 2 Low angle parts of the X-ray powder diffraction patterns for 32x14x2 SiFeR +− .
Patterns were acquired at room temperature for the scattering angle range 16-120 deg. A-

mmc/P 36 , B- mR3 , C- 32OR , D-Si  and E- alloy Si(C) .
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Table 1
Essential results obtained from the powder X-ray diffraction. Symbols a  and c  denote lattice

constants.

Sample Phase Contribution
(wt. %) a (

o

A ) c (
o

A )

Ce2Fe14Si3 mR3 <100 8.450(1) 12.443(2)
Nd2Fe14Si3 mR3 100 8.519(1) 12.470(2)
Gd2Fe14Si3 mR3 100 8.477(2) 12.399(4)

mmc/P 36 97(2) 8.414(1) 8.276(1)
Dy2O3 1(1) 10.68(1)

Dy2Fe14Si3

Si 2(2) 5.413(5)
mmc/P 36 45(6) 8.410(3) 8.262(3)
mR3 48(5) 8.439(3) 12.318(6)

Ho2O3 2(1) 10.62(1)
Si 2(1) 5.45(2)

Ho2Fe14Si3

alloy Si(C) 3(2) 5.38(1)
mmc/P 36 99(1) 8.399(1) 8.256(1)Er2Fe14Si3

Er2O3 1(1) 10.55(2)
Lu2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36 100 8.357(1) 8.262(1)
Y2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36 100 8.419(1) 8.284(1)

Mössbauer data were fitted either to the 41+  or to the 71+  model. Transmission integral
approximation was used in both cases. Spectra are shown in Fig. 3 with the solid lines
obtained within the 71+  model. Essential results are summarized in Table 2. All shifts are
reported versus room temperature Feα − . Absorber intrinsic line widths were found as close
to mm/s 30. , i.e. they are significantly broadened due to unaccounted for spurious hyperfine
interactions caused by the atomic disorder. The model 41+  required additional switching on
a small distribution of the hyperfine fields described by the parameter Bδ . The parameter Bδ
is the ratio of the field dispersion to the average field for a given site. For the 71+  model
relative contributions due to the sites generated by the symmetry lowering by the magnetic
order were fixed on the theoretical value 1:2  [2] and spectral shift for these sites was kept as
common within each group.
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Figure 3 Mössbauer spectra for 32x14x2 SiFeR +−  obtained at room temperature. Solid line
represents the fitted spectra within 71+  model.
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Table 2
Essential results obtained within the two models used to process Mössbauer data. Symbol c
stands for the contribution to the absorption profile, 〉〈B  denotes average field for a given site,

Bδ  stands for the dispersion of the field, S  denotes total shift versus room temperature
Feα − , while ∆  stands for the effective quadrupole splitting in the presence of the hyperfine

magnetic field. For the magnetically broken symmetry within the 71+  model the upper row
shows the hyperfine field B  and effective quadrupole splitting of the sub-site having greater
intensity.

Model ( 41+ ) Model ( 71+ )
c

(%)
± 1

〉〈B
(T)

± 0.1

Bδ
(%)
± 1

S
(mm/s)
± 0.01

∆
(mm/s)
± 0.01

c
(%)
± 1

B
(T)

± 0.1

S
(mm/s)
± 0.01

∆
(mm/s)
± 0.02

Ce2Fe14Si3 mR3   
6c-R⇒ 12e 4 1.5 0 0.27 0.08 4 1.4 0.27 0.06

6c 7 21.4 0 0.15 0.00 8 21.4 0.13 0.00
14.0 0.069d 14 13.1 5 0.02 0.14 18
12.2

-0.01
0.21

18.8 0.0018f or 18h 35 18.4 3 -0.03 0.01 35
17.7

-0.03
0.04

16.5 0.1018h or 18f 40 16.1 5 -0.04 0.11 35
15.3

-0.05
0.10

Nd2Fe14Si3 mR3   
6c-R⇒ 12e 4 6.3 0 0.25 0.26 3 6.4 0.24 0.27

6c 11 24.6 0 0.15 0.02 12 24.6 0.14 0.01
17.2 0.049d 19 16.8 5 0.03 0.04 22
15.2

0.03
0.08

21.6 -0.0418f or 18h 31 21.3 3 -0.02 -0.03 31
20.5

-0.02
0.07

19.4 0.1418h or 18f 35 19.0 4 -0.01 0.16 32
18.2

-0.01
0.21

Gd2Fe14Si3 mR3   
6c-R⇒ 12e 3 6.8 0 0.25 0.38 3 7.0 0.25 0.38

6c 15 26.4 1 0.13 0.07 14 26.4 0.12 0.06
19.0 0.079d 21 18.8 4 0.02 0.08 22
17.0

0.02
0.08

23.3 -0.0618f or 18h 28 23.0 3 -0.02 -0.07 29
22.2

-0.01
-0.03

21.0 0.0518h or 18f 33 21.0 3 -0.03 0.14 32
20.7

-0.03
0.42
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Model ( 41+ ) Model ( 71+ )
c

(%)
± 1

〉〈B
(T)

± 0.1

Bδ
(%)
± 1

S
(mm/s)
± 0.01

∆
(mm/s)
± 0.01

c
(%)
± 1

B
(T)

± 0.1

S
(mm/s)
± 0.01

∆
(mm/s)
± 0.02

Dy2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36   
2b⇒ 4e 4 6.4 0 0.22 0.29 3 6.7 0.22 0.30

4f 16 25.2 2 0.13 0.05 15 25.3 0.11 0.04
17.8 0.116g 22 17.7 5 0.01 0.14 22
15.5

0.01
0.21

22.4 -0.0512j or 12k 32 21.9 3 -0.02 -0.06 29
21.1

-0.01
-0.09

20.2 0.0812k or 12j 26 19.9 3 -0.03 0.11 31
19.1

-0.03
0.16

Ho2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36    and mR3   
2b⇒ 4e

6c-R⇒ 12e
4 6.0 0 0.25 0.21 3 6.2 0.24 0.33

4f
6c

14 24.4 2 0.14 0.05 14 24.5 0.13 0.04

17.3 0.106g
9d

21 17.0 5 0.01 0.12 23
15.2

0.01
0.20

21.5 -0.0512j or 12k
18f or 18h

30 21.1 3 -0.02 -0.06 27
20.2

-0.01
-0.17

19.5 0.1112k or 12j
18h or 18f

31 19.1 3 -0.03 0.11 33
18.3

-0.03
0.14

Er2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36   
2b⇒ 4e 4 5.9 0 0.22 0.22 3 6.0 0.22 0.26

4f 12 24.1 1 0.13 0.05 13 24.2 0.11 0.04
17.1 0.126g 22 16.7 6 0.01 0.15 22
14.9

0.00
0.19

21.3 -0.0612j or 12k 33 20.8 3 -0.03 -0.07 30
20.1

-0.02
-0.07

19.0 0.0412k or 12j 29 18.8 3 -0.04 0.11 32
18.8

-0.04
0.33

Lu2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36   
2b⇒ 4e 3 6.0 0 0.21 0.26 3 5.9 0.22 0.25

4f 14 23.8 2 0.12 0.05 15 24.0 0.09 0.05
16.6 0.126g 21 15.8 7 0.02 0.21 23
14.2

0.00
0.29

21.2 -0.0412j or 12k 31 20.5 4 -0.02 -0.06 26
20.0

-0.01
-0.15

19.0 0.0512k or 12j 31 18.4 4 -0.03 0.08 33
18.0

-0.03
0.14

Y2Fe14Si3 mmc/P 36   
2b⇒ 4e 3 6.0 0 0.22 0.26 3 6.1 0.23 0.28

4f 16 24.3 2 0.13 0.05 16 24.4 0.10 0.05
16.9 0.106g 21 16.5 6 0.02 0.17 22
14.7

0.01
0.29

21.3 -0.0712j or 12k 32 20.8 3 -0.02 -0.07 29
20.2

-0.01
-0.08

19.0 0.0212k or 12j 28 18.7 3 -0.03 0.09 30
18.6

-0.03
0.28
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It is interesting to note that hyperfine parameters (Mössbauer spectra) practically do not
depend on the structure type, since the mixed phase Ho based sample exhibits almost the
same kind of spectra as single phase ones.

One of sites exhibit low magnetic hyperfine field of about T 6  ( T 51.  for Ce) regardless of
the model used. The contribution c  due to this site practically does not depend on the model,
and it is constant across the series of compounds investigated despite the change of the space
group. Isomer shift and quadrupole splitting do not depend on the model, and they vary
slightly with the rare earth except for the quadrupole splitting in the Ce based compound.
They seem to be independent of the space group. Isomer shift for this site indicates rather low
electron charge density. This is the site treated previously as non-magnetic and it originates
from iron located on the (4e)  site [12] or unidentified site [13, 14]. Our results show that a
very similar position exists in the mR3  group, as hyperfine parameters do not change while
going from one to another group. This position is called in this paper as (12e) . Once these
sites are treated as quadrupole doublets one obtains practically the same hyperfine parameters
of the main iron sites, but the fits are somewhat poorer. The same (4e)  site for the compounds
free of silicon is characterized by the largest hyperfine magnetic field at least for 172FeR

])20[ Tm [3],Er  ],19[ Ho [7],Dy (R = .

It is assumed that the recoilless fraction is the same for all iron sites within a particular
compound. Under such an assumption one can use the contribution c  due to (4e)  or (12e)
site to the total spectrum to estimate the non-stoichiometry parameter 2x  for 32x14x2 SiFeR +−

compounds. We have used the average contribution following the models described above
( 41+  and 71+ ) and obtained 1050x2 .. ±=  for all compounds investigated. It has been
found earlier that the parameter x  increases with addition of silicon to 172FeLu  [21].

Relative contributions of various Mössbauer sextets c  due to regular iron sites ( 4  or 7 )
could be used to estimate the silicon distribution over accessible sites. We have calculated
iron occupancies of various sites accessible to silicon using above data. Average contributions
from both models were used. Results are summarized in Table 3. Regular iron dumbbell
positions (either (6c)  or (4f) ) are fully occupied by iron except for the Ce, Nd and Er based
compounds. Sites (9d)  and (6g)  are also silicon free in all compounds investigated except for
the Ce based compound. Remaining regular iron sites are more or less evenly occupied by
silicon. Such behavior is in good agreement with results obtained earlier [9, 22].
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Table 3
Non-stoichiometry parameter and regular iron site occupancies derived from the Mössbauer

spectra.

Non-stoichiometry
parameter x2

± 0.1

Contribution (at. % Fe)
± 4

mR3   6c 9d 18f or 18h 18h or 18f
Ce2Fe14Si3 0.6 56 79 85 91
Nd2Fe14Si3 0.5 85 100 75 81
Gd2Fe14Si3 0.4 100 100 68 78

mmc/P 36   
mR3   

4f
6c

6g
9d

12j or 12k
18f or 18h

12k or 12j
18h or 18f

Ho2Fe14Si3 0.5 100 100 69 77
mmc/P 36   4f 6g 12j or 12k 12k or 12j

Dy2Fe14Si3 0.5 100 100 74 69
Er2Fe14Si3 0.5 93 100 76 74
Lu2Fe14Si3 0.4 100 100 68 77
Y2Fe14Si3 0.4 100 100 73 70

4. Conclusions

Main conclusions of the present contribution could be summarized as follows:

1. Iron atoms partly replace rare earth atoms on the R6c −  sites forming dumbbells (12e ) in
the mR3  structure. Similar replacement takes place in the mmc/P 36  structure, where
rare earth atoms occupying 2b  sites are replaced partly by iron atoms, the latter forming
4e  dumbbells. The hyperfine field on these iron atoms is very low. Such replacement is
observed for compounds with some iron atoms replaced by silicon atoms on the regular
iron sites.

2. Silicon atoms avoid 6c  and 9d  sites for the mR3  structure except for the Ce based
compound. For the mmc/P 36  structure silicon atoms try to avoid 4f  and 6g  sites.
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